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Lucky Star Ranch Firing Range 

30281 Old Town Springs Road, Chaumont, NY 13622 

Monday Nights 5:30 PM 

May 18 to August 03 

Introduction  

Come join us for a guaranteed evening of fun!  Once you shoot steel … you’ll never go back to paper! This 

will be an introduction to steel plate shooting competition. There will be at least 3 stages consisting typically of 

5 to 25 targets each.  The objective is to shoot each target accurately and quickly, since you will be competing 

against the clock. For those of you that are new to competitive shooting, this offers you an opportunity learn 

how to shoot your firearm in a friendly, fun and safe environment.  Those of you that are more advanced will 

have the chance to improve and hone your skill, as well as bragging rights with others.  This year there will 

be at least one stage designed for movement, for those that are interested and have the skill to do it 

safely.  Those not comfortable with the movement stage will be able to shoot the stage in a static 

mode. 

Firearms  

The course will be limited to centerfire pistols with calibers larger than 22 caliber (38 special, 9mm, 40, 45 

ACP only). The 22 and 380 caliber are not allowed since targets are made for larger calibers.  Four categories 

of pistols will be able to participate, stock auto, open auto, stock revolver and open revolver. In addition, a 

new class with rifle called PCC (Pistol Cartridge Carbine) has been added.  The rifle must be chambered 

using pistol cartridges only!  Participants are encouraged to have 3 or 4 magazines minimum or 5-6 speed 

loaders for revolvers. All competitors are urged to start from the Low Ready position.  Competitors who decide 

to start from the holster position WILL be responsible for any negligent or accidental discharge.  

No “other” loaded firearms used for personal protection are allowed while participating in the event. (i.e. ankle 

holstered, pocket, purse etc.).  They are to remain locked in your personal vehicle. 

A par time will be established for each course of fire; if par time has elapsed the buzzer will sound and the 

shooter must stop and show a clear firearm.  Penalty time is established for each target standing after the par 

time has elapsed.  The Range Officer may use discretion for new shooters to continue shooting after time has 

elapsed.  These scores will not be recorded. 

Notifications  

In the event of a conflict where the range is not available or the League Director (or designee) is not available 

participants will be notified by email.  A makeup event may or may not occur. 
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Schedule  

The schedule will be for 10 weeks starting May 18th on Mondays, at 5:30 pm to sundown. The current 

schedule is as follows: May 18; June 1, 8, 15, 22, 29; July 13, 20 & 27; August 3. 

The event will be conducted rain or shine unless otherwise instructed.  

 

Participants  

The registration fee to participate is $90 and must be paid in advance.  You can pay by check or PayPal.  All 

shooters must have a valid New York State pistol permit … no exceptions!  

Prior year participants must register and pay in advance, on or before April 10th.  New league participants will 

be allowed to register on Saturday April 11th.  Total registration will be limited to the first 45 participants. 

As a participant you will also need to sign the two release forms below.   

Mail registration forms and fee to:  

Bill Kleftis, League Director, Box 210, Henderson NY 13650.  If there are any questions or comments contact 

League Director, Bill at (717) 875-3839 or at firearmstrainer@verizon.net  

Range and Match Rules 

1) All NRA rules must be followed.  

 ALWAYS Keep the Gun Pointed in a Safe Direction 

ALWAYS Keep Your Finger Off the Trigger Until Ready to Shoot – This is the most critical safety 

issue!  The pistol does NOT shoot unless your finger presses the trigger! 

 ALWAYS Keep the Gun Unloaded Until Ready to Shoot 

 ALWAYS Know Your Target and What is Beyond 

2) Safety glasses and hearing protection MUST be worn at all times.  

3) Firearms shall always be pointed in a safe direction…. including during reloads on the firing line. Firearms 

shall only be loaded when instructed to do so by the range officer. Always keep your finger off the trigger until 

ready to use. Be sure to remove your finger before each reload!  Firearms are NOT to be handled while 

participants are down range.  A safe table or area will be designated if you are in need to inspect, clean or 

adjust your firearm.  Under NO CIRCUMSTANCES is ammo to be present in the safe area, including pockets, 

belt etc. 

4) Parking is available to those that participate.  If you park in the open area behind the stage, you are 

responsible for any damage to your vehicle caused be the ricochet of bullet fragments.  

5) Cold range. No ammo can be loaded into a firearm unless on the firing line and instructed to do so by the 

range officer.  

6) A safety briefing will be conducted at the beginning of each event, as well as an explanation of the course 

of fire.  Let the Range Officer know if you are unsure of the stage instructions and would like them repeated.  

mailto:firearmstrainer@verizon.net
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If you are uncomfortable with the requirements of the stage, let the Range officer know and adjustments will 

be made for your needs. 

7) To minimize damage to the targets the maximum velocity is limited to 1350 FPS. No magnum or +P loads.  

8) Autos are limited to 10 rounds. 

9) A “par” time is established for each course of fire.  This means that a certain amount of time has been 

defined as the total time allowed for the course of fire.  Once the par time has elapsed, a buzzer will sound, 

the shooter must stop shooting and show the Range Officer a clear firearm.   

10) Commands at the firing line are as follows:  

 The shooter is to bring an unloaded firearm to the firing line secured within a range bag or 

holster.  Upon command of the Range Officer, the shooter may remove the firearm from the range bag 

or holster. 

a. RANGE IS GOING HOT – Announcement to entire gallery that the firing line is active and a 

shooter will be loading a firearm.  

b. SHOOTER MAY LOAD AND MAKE READY – The shooter inserts a magazine and loads a 

round into the chamber.  Revolver shooters will load all chambers of the cylinder.  

c. SHOOTER READY? – Shooter physically or verbally indicates readiness. 

d. SHOOTER INDICATES (HE/SHE) IS READY – RO acknowledges the affirmation from the 

shooter. 

e. STAND BY - Random start timer is activated. The timer beeps starting the par time, shooter 

engages all targets until complete or the par time has elapsed. 

f. IF THE SHOOTER IS FINISHED SHOW A CLEAR FIREARM - Once all targets are engaged 

or par time elapsed the shooter MUST show a clear firearm before bagging or holstering the 

firearm 

g. AUTOS - UNLOAD, SHOW CLEAR, SLIDE FORWARD AND HAMMER DOWN Firearm must 

be pointed down range.  Magazine MUST be removed first.  Pull slide back from the rear of the 

slide.  Do not place your hand over the muzzle.  Range Officer MUST see that no round is in 

the chamber.  Release the slide on RO command.  Trigger must be pulled for hammer AND 

striker fired firearms. 
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h. REVOLVERS - UNLOAD, SHOW CLEAR Firearm must be pointed down range. Swing out the 

cylinder, eject all shells/rounds.  Close cylinder … and place into holster or bag at the firing 

line. 

i. HOLSTER OR BAG YOUR FIREARM -   You MUST bring a bag or holster to the firing line!   

j. RANGE IS CLEAR, RESET TARGETS AND PICK BRASS – All participants assist the 

resetting of targets and picking up brass, except for the RO, last shooter and the on-deck 

shooter. 

11) Any magazine or ammo that falls to the ground during the match is considered “dead” and CANNOT be 

retrieved until the RO (Range Officer) has declared the range clear or safe.  

12) Any accidental discharge (AD) or negligent discharge (ND) will be cause for immediate disqualification for 

the day.  The League Director will determine on a case by case basis the disqualification period and 

conditions for reinstatement.   

13) Once all shooters have shot once, the entire squad including the Range Officer will move to the next 

stage.  Once all shooters have shot once, squads may be permitted to shoot a second time, time permitting.  

Squads will be determined at the beginning of each match and will be divided so that there are an equal 

number of shooters on each squad.     

14)  All courses of fire will start from the low ready position, or with muzzle touching the table if available.  If 

you are to draw from the holster position, you are responsible for the safe removal from the holster.  The 

expectation is that the shooter is proficient in drawing his/her firearm from the holster before attempting to do 

so during the event.  League Director recommends dry fire training of holster draw.   

15) Firearms with active safeties (typical thumb safety on 1911 variants) must be in the safe position in the 

holster or at the low ready position.  Only after the starting buzzer can the safety be deactivated.  Firearms 

with a decocking lever may have a round in the chamber, but the decocking lever must be in the safe position 

while in the holster or low ready position. (i.e. 92 Berretta, M9, etc.) 

16) No drugs or alcohol before or during the match.  Any evidence of use may result in termination of 

participation in match or league.  Decision will be at the discretion of the League Director. 

17) ALL participants are to assist in stage setup after range is clear.  Only the last shooter, on deck shooter 

and RO are exempt from stage setup. 

18)  DO NOT attempt to proceed beyond or peak around the end of concrete dividing wall!  Targets are set 

forward 10 feet of wall end to prevent the direct impact of bullet fragmentation from the adjacent stage during 

stage reset. 

19) Bullet fragmentation as a result of impact on steel plates or other hard cover, can and will ricochet back to 

the shooter or anyone in the gallery.  It is imperative that eye glasses MUST be worn at all times.  

Furthermore, on occasion the fragmented bullets may result in minor cuts to exposed skin or thin covering.  
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Typical Targets and Stages 

Courses of fire will change every week, including weak hand shooting, mandatory magazine 

changes and more! 
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Spartan Training Industries, llc 

2020 Steel Plate Training League 

Lucky Star Ranch 

Chaumont, NY  13622 
 

Name: ______________________________________________________ 
 

Address: ____________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________ 
 

Phone: _________________________ email:  ______________________ 
 

This certifies that I know how to safely handle firearms at all times while participating or on the premises 

including, but not limited to, removal and insertion into a holster. In addition, I have the necessary skill to 

safely participate in any activity, including but not limited to firearm training.  I am familiar with the safety 

rules that apply to firearms and I will follow such rules while participating in the event above.  If there is an 

activity identified as part of the training that I am not familiar or adequately skilled to participate, I am 

obligated to notify the Range Officer or Instructor, and will refrain from participating in the activity in 

question. 

 

I understand that there may be activities that require my using a holster, and that I am proficient in the safe 

removal from and insertion into a holster.  There may also be requirements in movement from one position to 

another while holding a loaded firearm, in which I am responsible for the safe handling of a firearm.  Firearms 

must always be pointing in a safe direction and finger MUST not be in trigger guard, even if one trips or falls 

during movement.  If you are not capable or comfortable with any movement within the stage, you must refrain 

from participating.  Attempts to incorporate a static stage as an option will be made, when movement within 

the stage is expected. 

 

I, the undersigned, do hereby release and discharge the SPARTAN TRAINING INDUSTRIES LLC , FIVE 

POINT EXPEDITIONS LLC DBA and their instructors, representatives, league directors, league assistants, 

range officers, agents, servants, employees, and/or any land owner or operating facility associated with the 

SPARTAN TRAINING INDUSTRIES LLC and FIVE POINT EXPEDITIONS LLC DBA from any and 

all liability, of every kind and character, arising, including bodily injuries and loss or damage of property, 

sustained by me, my guest, and any other person or entity, having or asserting claims or rights, by, through or 

under me; and I do covenant and agree to HOLD HARMLESS AND INDEMNIFY the said entities and 

persons from any claims of the nature released or discharged, arising by, through or under me. I understand 

this is a onetime affidavit affecting me at any and all gatherings of the SPARTAN TRAINING 

INDUSTRIES LLC and FIVE POINT EXPEDITIONS LLC DBA. 
 

I AM SIGNING THIS DOCUMENT FOR THE PURPOSE AND CONSIDERATION EXPRESSED AS 

MY FREE ACT AND DEED 

 

Signature: __________________________________________Date:____________ 
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Five Point Expeditions, LLC dba 
Lucky Star Ranch 

13240 Lucky Star Road 

PO Box 278 

Chaumont, NY  13622 
 

WAIVER AND RELEASE AGREEMENT 
Please read carefully before signing 

This is a release of liability and waiver of certain legal rights 
 

In consideration for my being permitted to participate in the activities of  ___2020 Steel Plate Pistol 

Training League                              _____________________, I agree to the following Waiver and Release: 
 

I acknowledge that the above activities have inherent risks, hazards, and dangers for anyone, that cannot be 

eliminated particularly in a wilderness environment.  I UNDERSTAND THAT THESE RISKS, HAZARDS, AND 

DANGERS INCLUDE WITHOUT LIMITATION: 
 

1. The risk of handling firearms and being near others that have firearms in their possession; 

2. The risk of injury from ammunition and shot from other guns; 

3. Walking in rugged country, including encounters with wildlife, animals and insects; 

4. Inclement weather conditions; 

5. The risk of injury from riding on an all-terrain vehicle (ATV) or any vehicle used off the paved road; 

6. The risk of injury from the use of tree stands. 
 

I understand the risks, hazards and dangers of hunting.  I understand that these activities may require good 

physical conditioning and a degree of skill and knowledge.  I believe I have that good physical conditioning and 

the degree of skill and knowledge necessary for me to engage in these activities safely.  I understand that I have 

responsibilities.  My participation in this activity is purely voluntary.  No one is forcing me to participate and I 

elect to participate in spite of the risks.  I am voluntarily using the service of Luck Star Ranch with full knowledge 

of the inherent risks, hazards, and dangers involved and hereby assume and accept any and all risks of injury, 

paralysis, or death. 
 

Lastly, I, for myself, my heirs, successors, executors, and subrogates, hereby KNOWINGLY AND 

INTENTIONALLY WAIVE AND RELEASE, INDEMNIFY AND HOLD HARMLESS Lucky Star Ranch, their 

directors, officers, agents, employees, and volunteers from and against any and all claims, actions, cases of action, 

liabilities, suits, expenses (including reasonable attorneys’ fees) which are related to, arise out of, or are in any 

way connected with my participation in this activity including out of any damage, loss, injury, paralysis, or death 

to me or my property as a result of m engaging in these activities or the use of these services, animals or 

equipment whether such damage, loss, injury, paralysis, or death results from negligence or any other cause.  I, 

for myself, my heirs, my successors, executors, and subrogates, further agree not to sue as a result of any injury, 

paralysis, or death suffered in connections with my use and participation in the activities mentioned above. 
 

I HAVE CAREFULLY READ, CLEARLY UNDERSTAND, AND VOLUNTARILY SIGN THIS WAIVER AND 

RELEASE AGREEMENT. 
 

_______________________    ------------------------------------------------------------- 
Date       Signature 

       _________________________________________ 
       Print Name 
       _________________________________________ 
       Mailing Address 
       _________________________________________ 
       City   State  Zip 
       _________________________________________ 
       Phone Number 
 


